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==========
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                \begin{document}$$[0, \infty ).$$\end{document}$ Survival functions play a key role in testing the effects of clinical therapies or drugs, reliability analysis in engineering, and estimating the risk of bankrupts.

If we let the hazard function of *T* be$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If we have separate groups and our main interest aims at testing differences between hazard functions, we need to address testing the equality of the hazard functions. For this end, Mantel ([@CR23]) proposed the log rank test, and many analogous methods motivated by the log rank test (e.g., the weighted log rank tests) were studied by Gehan ([@CR9]), Peto and Peto ([@CR26]), and Prentice ([@CR27]). The log rank test commonly suffers low power when the ratio of the hazard functions differs in the time line. For this reason, the weighted log rank tests were developed to overcome the limitation of the log rank test, and various theoretical properties of these tests were introduced in Gill ([@CR10]), Harrington et al. ([@CR11]), Fleming and Harrington ([@CR8]), and Andersen et al. ([@CR1]) relying on martingale theories. More importantly, it was shown that the tests hold consistency and the test proposed in Harrington et al. ([@CR11]) proved to be the locally most powerful rank test in the specific class of survival functions. However, power of aforementioned tests may possibly vary depending on types of the hazard functions. Also Renyi test motivated by Rényi ([@CR28]) has been widely used in practice. This test requires weights similar to weighted log rank tests.

In this paper, we primarily focus on testing equivalence of hazard functions through the Cox's proportional hazards model (Cox [@CR4]) such that$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta \in \mathbb {R}$$\end{document}$ and *z* is a covariate. If we perform a test procedure for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} M_0 : \beta (\cdot ) \equiv 0 \ \mathrm{against} \ M_1 : \beta (\cdot ) \not \equiv 0, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$then we can construct the test working well in spite of the crossing hazards. Inspired by the frequentist approach, Hess ([@CR13]) and Verweij and van Houwelingen ([@CR30]) studied time-varying coefficient model in Cox' regression, and provided the estimation methodology, In particular, Verweij and van Houwelingen ([@CR30]) proposed a test procedure using the B-spline basis functions. Also Yang and Prentice ([@CR31]) proposed the advanced semi-parametric model including the proportional hazards model and proportional odds model, and proposed a test procedure for detecting the crossing hazards. Yang and Prentice test has no adaptive step such as selecting weights, and shows efficient performance. Recently, Chauvel and O'Quigley ([@CR3]) studied the test based on Cox's regression with time-varying coefficients. They used the stochastic integral and its limit distribution to test $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When it comes to testing equivalence of hazards including crossing hazards, few Bayesian studies have been scarcely utilized. Although Kalbfleisch ([@CR15]), Hjort ([@CR14]), and Kim ([@CR18]) turned to the Bayesian methodology for estimation of hazard or survival function and Kim et al. ([@CR20]) proposed the Bayesian test for monotone hazards, to our best knowledge, there are only a few studies done for testing equivalence of hazards including crossing hazards.

In the context of Bayesian approach, the testing$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In addition, theoretical studies of Kim ([@CR21]) imply consistency of this Bayesian test using only the partial likelihood when we use a prior of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this paper, we construct the Bayesian test based on the results of Kim ([@CR21]). Considered model, data and test are explained. Priors and posteriors for Bayesian test are shown. We performed various simulation studies and real data analysis. Concluding remarks and discussions are presented in the last section.

Model and Bayesian test {#Sec2}
=======================
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Partial likelihood, priors and posteriors for the test {#Sec3}
======================================================

Before a description of the test procedure, we observe the likelihood $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We obtain posteriors by using only the partial likelihood of ([13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}) instead of the full likelihood of ([12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}). If we let$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Simulation studies {#Sec4}
==================

In this section, we performed numerical studies for various values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta$$\end{document}$. Emmanuel et al. ([@CR7]) and Eduard and Paulo ([@CR6]) introduced adaptive knots selection whereas our simulations instead adopt simplified scenarios to address properties of the proposed test.Fig. 2Various ratios of the hazards in simple simulations; **a** equivalence, **b** proportionality, **c** changing

Simple setups and results {#Sec5}
-------------------------

First, we take into account typical cases of hazard function equivalence, proportional ratio of hazard function, and a changing ratio of hazard function with censoring rate 0.3. From these simulations, we were able to verify numerical properties of the proposed method. The details of the three models are below$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&M_0: \ \exp \left( \beta (t) \right) = 1, \nonumber \\&M_1: \ \exp \left( \beta (t) \right) = 2, \nonumber \\&M_2: \ \exp \left( \beta (t) \right) = I( t < 0.7) + \exp (-1.2) I( t \ge 0.7), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$and further details are illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} along with the results summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. First, we conducted the log rank, Yang Prentice, Fleming and Harrington, and Renyi tests using *p* values (reject null hypothesis-equivalence of hazard if *p* value is not greater than 0.05). Also proposed test were implemented by a five B-spline basis functions.Table 1Results from various setups and testsModelProposedY&PF&H (1/2)Renyi (1/2)Log rank$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M_2$$\end{document}$0.970.900.47/0.940.39/0.930.79Y&P, Yang and Prentice test; F&H (1/2), Fleming and Harrington tests; Renyi (1/2), Renyi tests

All numbers in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} represent the rejection ratio of equivalence of hazards functions from 100 replications. In Fleming and Harrington tests, 1 and 2 mean that we use $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{S}(t)$$\end{document}$ is the pooled estimator of survival function. Also Renyi tests, 1 and 2 means giving more weight to differences early on and later on, respectively. As shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, the power of the log rank test is outstandingly high when proportional assumption is true. Fleming and Harrington test seems to similar to log rank test under the proportional assumption, while its performances are variable in the case of a changing ratio. In the Fleming and Harrington tests, performance is very sensitive to weight selection. Behaviors of Renyi tests are similar to Fleming and Harrington tests, and its powers are slightly lower than Fleming and Harrington tests.The Yang and Prentice test largely performs well in a range of scenarios because it theoretically covers wider models than the proportional hazards model. It is also interesting to note that the proposed test performs well in the various simulation conditions, particularly when ratios of hazards functions are quite far away from 1 even though the ratio of hazard functions is not continuous.

Crossing and diverging hazards {#Sec6}
------------------------------

The following simulation setups are motivated by crossing hazards. For example, it is reported by Schein ([@CR29]) (Gastrointestinal Tumor Study Group) that, a trial that compared chemotherapy with combined chemotherapy and radiation therapy in the treatment produced a ratio of survival functions (denominated by former group) that varied from under 1 to over 1, crossing along the time line. Importantly, this argument implied that enduring radiation is somewhat risky, but increases the life expectancy of patients. It is a conventional problem of crossing hazards, which has tendency to cause low power of the standard log rank test. Crossing hazards are interesting topics including identification of changing points in the ratio of hazard functions and estimation of hazard functions, which is studied by Muggeo and Miriam ([@CR25]). Also we consider diverging hazards that hazard ratio is a monotone function but not being 1 (if the ratio may have 1, it is the same as the crossing hazard problems).Fig. 3Survival functions of crossing hazards and diverging hazards

Here we consider examples of both crossing hazard functions and diverging hazard functions such as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M_4$$\end{document}$ are the examples of crossing hazards and diverging hazards, respectively. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the survival function generated from each model. The survival functions appear no crossing, despite the crossing hazards. Interestingly, however, the difference between survival functions is shown to have the variation in curvatures.

To examine numerical properties and testing powers, we increase data size in combination with varied censoring rates (e.g., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n=50, 100,$$\end{document}$ and 200 with censoring rates of 0.30, 0.50, and 0.70). We contrived simulation schemes similar to the previous section, and summarized simulation results in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The numbers in the table represent the rejection ratio of hazard function equivalence from 100 replications.

Most of all Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} clearly shows that increasing data sizes and lower censoring rates improve performance. Note that the Fleming and Harrington tests' performance and Ranyi tests' performance depend on the weights yet and it performed best with some appropriate weights. In contrast wrong weight selection tends to results in fairly poor performances. Moreover, we found that the proposed test performs better than the log rank, Yang and Prentice test for all simulation scenarios, when the censoring rate is not high. However, high censoring rates generally bring about attenuate performance with respect to other tests when data size is relatively large.

In the left side of each plot in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the proposed test is shown to perform best when censoring rate is lower or moderate. The proposed test is inferior to Fleming and Harrington test 2 when censoring rates are high. When it comes to diverging hazard functions, the proposed test, Yang and Prentice test, and log rank test revealed the similar patterns when censoring rate is not high. With high censoring rate, the proposed test did not outperform any other test in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### *Remark* {#FPar1}

Each MCMC chain in simulations had a size of 200 obtained by 1000 burn-in and thinned by 25. We observed the posterior of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 5Kaplan--Meier estimates for survival functions of chemotherapy and chemotherapy with radiation therapy

Real data analysis {#Sec7}
==================

We consider the data set available in R package [YPmodel]{.smallcaps} by Yang and Prentice ([@CR31]). Data sets include 90 patients, half of whom were treated with chemotherapy, the other half with the chemotherapy combined with the radiation therapy. There were two censoring in the former group and six censoring in the latter group. Yang and Prentice ([@CR31]) showed that the survival functions crossed near 1000 days by Kaplan--Meier estimates (Kaplan and Meier [@CR16]) crossed near 1000 days on the *x*-axis in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. This implies the strong evidence for the crossing hazards. In addition, we report that Fleming and Harrington test (1/2) give *p* values of 0.04 and 0.16, respectively. Also Renyi test (1/2) give *p* values of 0.01 and 0.30, respectively. It supports that crossing hazards can exist.
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                \begin{document}$$\eta =1$$\end{document}$ is 0.62 from the proposed test, and the Yang and Prentice test gives a *p* value of 0.03. The log rank test gives a *p* value over 0.25. Taken together, these results showed that the proposed test performs well, and the proposed, Yang and Prentice tests identify non-equivalence of hazard functions. In contrast to the success of the proposed and Yang and Prentice tests, the log rank test cannot detect the non-equivalence of hazard functions.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

We showed that Bayesian test worked well to test hazard function equivalence, especially when crossing hazards appeared. It is commonplace that Bayesian test suffer from computation complexity or inconsistent phenomenon. Even so, we can construct a consistent Bayesian test via the B-spline basis functions. However, we also found that selection of *p* and the number of the B-spline basis functions still remains controversial. Using P-splines or putting priors for *p* in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix {#Sec9}
========

Implementation of the proposed test {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------

The implementation of the proposed test was done by FORTRAN codes. In addition, we conducted other tests by R functions such as [survMisc, survival, YPmodel,]{.smallcaps} and [PwrGSD]{.smallcaps}. Base codes of the proposed test can be shown at <http://github.com/s88012/B-hazards-test/>, and all codes are available on request.
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We construct the Bayesian test to test equality of hazard functions. It can be applicable in various circumstances including crossing hazards in spite of the non-proportionality. Thus it is better than log rank test having limitation in the case of non-proportionality. Both authors read and approved the final manuscript.
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